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M A -3755
Second Year B.C.A. (CBCS) (Sem. IV) Exam ination
Septem ber / October - 2015

405 : Web D esigning
Time :

Hours]

[Total Mar

Insructions :

(1)
Fillup strictly the details of

signs on your answ er book.

Name of the Examination :

SECOND YEAR B.C.A. (CBCS) (SEM. 4)
Name of the Subject:

405 : WEB DESIGNING
-Section No. (1,2.....)

-Subject Code No.:

(2)

All questions are compulsory.

(3)

Figures to the right indicate m ar

1

Answer the following :
(1)

How do you provide

(2)

Differentiate

(3)
(4)

Explain hotspot
What is
blankfi
What is

14
ound image to web page ?
d website,
tcounter.

e differ^ ce between keyframe and
e.
O
e of <AI)DRESS> tag ?

Write difference between .SWF and .FLV.
Explain non container tag with example.
Explain eval( ) and parselnt( ) functions.
at is motion guide layer ?
swer the following :

14

0 i Write a detail note on htm l structure with all tags and
attributes.
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(b)

How a frame is created ? Describe various components
with example.
Write a advantage of java script

Answer the following :
(a)

Explain client side and server side scripting.

(a)

Explain table tag with all options in detail

(b)

Explain URL in detail.

(c)

Explain text form atting tags.

Do as directed :
(a)

What is animation ? Explain
detail.

(a)

Explain DHTML effects in detail.

(b)

Write a JavaScript to input two numbers in two
textbox and Perform arithmetic (+,-,*,/) operation in
third text box.
({ ^

(c)

Explain <marquee> tag with its attribute.

im ation in

Answer the following :
(a)

Write HTML code to design registration form for
admission process.
iplain active, static and dynamic web page.
;plain advantage and disadvantages of CSS
:plain list in detail.
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